Abstract. We present a very simple proof of a general reduction for natural operators on torsion free projectable classical linear connections.
A general concept of bundle functors and natural operators can be found in [1] , In the present note we need only the following partial concepts. To present a general example of an TM rn;n -iv&twd\ operator D : G x Q T -proj ^ F of finite order for arbitrary bundle functors F, G : TM m ,n -> TM we use the following lemma (being an obvious generalization of the well-known fact on the construction of normal coordinates for classical linear connections on manifolds). For n = 0, we reobtained (in some another more geometrical form) the main technical result from Section 28 in [1] (namely Proposition 28.9). It seem that our general proof is less complicated than the one of Section 28 in [1] . This "trick" generalizes similar partial "tricks" applied in previous papers, e.g. [2] , [3] and others.
